REGULATION VASCELLERO DOG VILLAGE – 2019
1. At the Dog village Vascellero are allowed dogs of all sizes and breeds that are provided with special
health card, no pests and all required vaccinations by national legislation;
2. The presence of dogs and their number must be reported at time of booking. Upon check-in will be
recorded the number of the microchip or tattoo;
3. then it will be issued a special badge, which must be visibly applied to the dog's collar or harness, for the
whole duration of the stay;
4. Dogs allowed; in Hotel Formula maximum 2 per room. Dogs over 20 kg are not allowed in the room: for
them are provided special boxes at the Dog Area.
5. For the welfare of the animals and the hygiene of the people, for every room, by the Dog House are
available towels and dog kennel, where the dogs can rest avoiding to climb on the beds (the temptation
will be strong, but we are confident about the correctness of the masters ...); For the withdrawal of
equipment will be required a deposit of € 20,00 which will then be refunded upon return of the same
before departure.
6. The room cleaning is carried out with appropriate systems and sanitizing products, between 8.00 AM and
1.00 PM. The housekeeper will make arrangements for the time directly with the owners, so that the dogs
will be not in the room during the cleaning;
7. Dogs can be left inside the agility and cut leg area arranged at the Dog area. Elsewhere in the village, they
shall instead be leashed. To reach the areas for dogs (eg. Dog area, Dog beach etc.), you will have to use the
specifically indicated trails; Near the Oasi pool there is a limited number of umbrellas for dogs with a
supplement and upon reservation. Only small dogs are allowed to enter the amphitheater but they must be
held in the arms by the holder.
Dogs are not allowed to enter the poolside restaurant, the playgrounds or the Relax pool area, the Baby
Hall and all the other public areas.
Dogs are not permitted to get dirty in the flowerbeds and gardens.
The MareLuna bar / restaurant, on the beach, will welcome your 4-legged friends.
8. For the owner or holder of particularly lively or aggressive dogs is required to apply the muzzle to the dog
to ensure the safety of people or other animals.
9. In the Dog House we include sanitary bags useful to collect the droppings of your pet, to be deposited in
special containers. A pack for every dog is free.
10. Dog washing can be carried out only at the Dog area and Dog beach;
11. If possible, in all areas of the resort should be avoided every barking or a too lively behavior of your
dog;
12. It is required a security deposit of € 200.00 per room. The Management reserves the right to retain the
deposit in case of non-compliance with this Regulation or of any damage caused to the room and related
furniture.
13. The internal staff will ensure compliance with the rules, but the civil and criminal liability for damage
caused by the animal is the owner.

Dog area
14. Access to agility and cut leg areas is free until 8,30 pm; The dog conductor must be at least 16 years old.
15. It is not permitted to leave the dog unattended.
16. Guests must take care to avoid damages to the equipment and keep clean the areas from dejection,
paper or other waste, so as to safeguard the overall health and the hygiene of the dogs;
For the 4-legged guests, at the Dog area of the village, from 9.30 AM to 1.30 PM and from 4.30 PM to 8.30
PM are available:
- dog parking: 2 hours per day are free upon reservation. This service allows you to leave in custody the
dog on all useful occasions such as meals, excursions, entertainment, swimming pool etc.
Any additional hour is charged at € 3.00. The service is available all days except Thursday.
- Dog House
- In addition to the withdrawal of bail equipment (paragraph 5) Dog House is sales point of dog’s food and
equipment, also provided according to the requests of the guests; assistance and expert advice.
The Dog House observes the same hours of opening of the Dog Area.
-grooming service: shower and drying Service, scissor or machine cut, the cost is to be determined from
time to time depending on the size of the dog and the type of service requested.
Dog beach
17. A part of our equipped beach is entirely dedicated to guests with dogs;
18. The dog must always be kept on leash till the sea front, where it can be left free to swim in the specially
marked water in the front of the Dog beach and avoiding that the dog gets out of the marked areas;
19. The beach access is not permitted for females in heat, aggressive dogs, too bright dogs or dogs with
cardiovascular problems.
20. The dog must be fitted with collar (or harness) with identification marking, a leash (maximum length 1.5
m.) and muzzle (to be worn if it is necessary);
21. The owner must ensure that his dog does not disturb other guests or dogs, does not come out from the
marked areas and always has fresh water and shade;
At the Dog beach, for our 4-legged friends, are available the following equipments (in addition to those for
guests, such as sun umbrellas, sun beds etc.): hand shower for washing and drinking fountain water,
containers for dejections and relative bags, snap hook to attach the leash at the sun umbrella, wooden
platform and bowl.
Giuseppe our canine educator and manager of the Dog House, is looking forward to know your dog and
make him spend a great vacation.

